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ABSTRACT 

An analytical calculation is presented of rms emit
tance growth. The main assumption made is, that the 
beam divergence is small so that a thin lense approxi
mation can be used when integrating the beam through 
the optical element. General results are obtained for 
an optical element with dipole, quadrupole, sextupole 
and octupole field components. Even higher order mul
tipoles can easily be included. The effect of momentum 
spread in the beam on emittance is also considered. The 
results are applicable to all kinds of beam guiding sys
tems, including cyclotron injection lines. As an example, 
a special azimuthally varying racetrack microtron dipole 
magnet is considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the emittance of a beam, de
fined as the phase space area divided by 7r, is conserved. 
However, when the phase space deviates considerably 
from an elliptical shape, then the phase space area is not 
such a useful quantity to express the quality of the beam. 
A more practical quantity is the so-called root-mean
square (nns) emittance. The rrns emittance is not always 
conserved. We will consider two sources of rms emittance 
growth namely nonlinearities in the beam guiding system 
and momentum spread in the beam. In the first case the 
emittance growth is caused by a nonlinear deformation of 
the phase space due to the fact that the transverse kick 
experienced by a particle is not proportional to its trans
verse position . In the second case the emittance growth 
is due to the fact that an off-momentum particle expe
riences a deviating bending angle and/or focusing force 
as compared to the reference momentum. The different 
sources of emittance increase are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

2. ROOT MEAN SQUARE PROPERTIES OF 
THE BEAM 

We consider t.he transverse phase space of the beam 
with the variables x = (x,Px,y,Py), where l: and yare 
the spatial coordinates and Px and Py the divergences, 
i.e. the transverse kinetic momenta, scaled with respect 
to the total kinetic momentum of the particle. The rms 
sizes x and y of the beam are defined by x = (x 2 ) 1 /2 

and y = (y2)1/2 where the brackets denote averaging 
over the phase space. Note that for an unbunclled beam 
with uniform elliptical cross-section the actual beam size 
is twice the rms value. The rms emittance in the X-Px 
phase plane is defined as 

(1) 

Figure 1. A graphical illustration of three causes for 
emittance growth 

A similar definition holds for the y-Py phase plane. To 
relate this definition with the phase space area occupied 
by the beam, we assume that the projected distributions 
have elliptical symmetry. For example in the X-Px phase 
plane 

f(x,Px)=f(U) where U=cx2+2axpx+bp;, (2) 

with a, band c arbitrary constants. For such an elliptical 
distribution, the number of particles N that is enclosed 
by an ellips with area A = 47r€x, is given by 

_ Arnax 00 

~ = J f()')d)' with ).max = 2 J Af()')d)', (3) 
o 0 

where N is the total number of particles and where the 
normalization Jooo f()')d)' = 1 is assumed. In Table 1 the 

values of N / N are given for five distributions. A defini
tion of these distributions has been given by Sacherer. 1

) 

For a uniform elliptical phase space distribution the ac
tual area is 47r times the rms emittance. Therefore, the 
'ordinary' emittance is approximately four times the rms 
emittance. 

The beam envelopes x and y involve second order 
spatial moments of the beam. One can also define higher 
order spatial moments like (x4), (x 2y2), (x 6) etc. If the 
beam density profile is symmetric with respect to x and 
y, then the spatial moments odd in x or yare zero. The 
even spatial moments can be expressed in terms of the 
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Table 1. parameters N / N, ~ 1 and 6 as defined in Eqs. 
(3), and (6), respectively, for five distributions. 

distribution N/N ~l 6 
uniform 1 1 1 
linear 0.889 1.13 1.35 
parabolic 0.914 1.07 1.19 
gaussian 0.889 1.18 1.57 
hollow 0.983 0.884 0.785 

beam envelopes x and y. For later use we calculate the 
spatial moments up to sixth order. For a beam profile 
with ellipt.ical symmetry these are 

(x4) = 2~lX\ (x 2y2) = HIX2 jf , (4) 

(x 6
) = 56x6

, ('J.: 4y2) = 6x4jf, (5) 

with 6 and 6 given by 

00 

I,\2n('\)d'\ 
3 a 

6 ="4 2' (I ,\n(,\)d,\) 

(6) 

and where n represents the beam density profile with 
1000 

n('\)d'\ = 1. The values of ~1 and 6 for five profiles 
are given in Table 1. We note t.hat the moments (y4), 
(x 2y4) and (y6) are easily obtained from Eqs. (4) and 
(5) using symmetry considerations. 

3. EMITTANCE GROWTH DUE TO NONLIN
EAR OPTICS 

To calculate the emittance growth of the beam we 
treat the optical element as a nonlinear thin lense. In 
this assumption the transverse coordinates stay constant 
when the beam passes through the element and the di
vergences change by an amount that only depends on 
the initial transverse displacements. In most cases this 
approximation is accurate if LEx /x ~ x, where L is the 
length of the optical element . The left-hand-side of this 
unequality represents the transverse displacement of a 
particle with divergence Ex/X, after passing a drift of 
length L. This displacement must be small compared to 
the beam size . 

Within the thin lense approximation the transfor
mation of the phase space through the optical element 
can be written as 

x=x, Px=Px+g(x,y), 

y = y, Py = Py + h(x,y), 

(7) 

(8) 

where x,Px,y,Py are the initial variables and x,Px,y,Py 
the final variables. If the initial and final variables are 
canonical variables (which is the case for example if the 

entrance and exit are in a field-free region) then the Jaco
bian of the transformation must be a symplectic matrix. 
This then puts the condition ag / ay = ah/ ox on the 
functions g and h. 

We can calculate the new emittance Ex in the X-Px 
plane by substitutings Eqs. (7) into Eq. (1) . This gives 

E;-E; = (x 2 )(l)-(xg)2+2(x2)(Pxg)-2(xPx)(xg). (9) 

This expression simplifies if the initial phase space distri
bution function (written in terms of the variables x and 
Px - 7]x) possesses the following symmetry property 

where 7] is an arbitrary parameter. This symmetry prop
erty is illustrated graphically in Fig. 2. Note that the 
elliptically symmetric distribution given in Eq. (2) obeys 
Eq. (10) by choosing 7] = -a/b. For distributions obey
ing Eq. (10), the terms involving Px in Eq. (9) cancel 
and the expression for emittance growth becomes 

(11) 

A similar expression holds for the y-Py phase plane. Since 
the function g depends on spatial coordinates, the right
hand-side of Eq. (11) only involves spatial moments . 
These are determined by the density profile ofthe beam. 

/ 
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of tlle symmetry 
property of the pllase space distribution function as 
assumed in tile calculation of emittance growtll. 

As an example, we calculate the emittance growth 
for an optical element that has the y = 0 plane as a 
symmetry plane. Then the function g must be even in 
y and the function h must be odd in y. These functions 
are expanded into a power series with respect to x and 
y. The most general expansion upto third degree is 

g(x, y) = Ax + Bx2 + Cy2 + Dx3 + Exy2, 

hex, y) = Fy + Gxy + H y3 + Ix 2y, 

(12) 

(13) 

where the quantities A, B, .. . , I are arbitrary constants. 
For a symplectic map they must obey the conditions 
G = 2C and I = E. We insert Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) 
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and assume that the beam density profile has elliptical 
symmetry so that Eqs. (4) and (.'j) apply. The emittance 
growth formula then becomes 

E; - c:; 2~I[B2x6 + ~ BCx4'iP + C2x2y4] + 
+ (56 - 4~nD2xR + 2(6 - ~ ~nDEx6~ + 
+ (6 - Hi)E2x4~, (14) 

with the parameters ~I and 6 defined in Eqs. (6). As can 
be seen from this expression the emittance growth only 
depends on the nonlinear parts in the function g. This 
is true in general as can easily be shown from Eq. (11). 
Further note that there are no cross-correlations between 
sextupoles and octupoles. It. can be shown in general 
that for an expansion upto arbitrary degree, there are 
no correlations between odd and even multi poles. The 
emittance growth in the v-direction is calculated in the 
same way as in the ;r-direction. For this we find 

E; - c:~ HI C; 2 X2 y4 + (~2 - H~)I2x4y4 (15) 

+ 2(6 - H?jH IX2~ + (.56 - 4~nH2YS. 

The results obtained so far will now be further specified 
for a nonlinear bending magnet. 

4. EMITTANCE GROWTH IN A BENDING 
MAGNET 

VVe use the Hamilton formalism to solve the equa
tions of motion for a non-linear bending magnet within 
the thin-Iense approximation. The transverse motion of 
a particle with respect to reference trajectory lying in the 
symmetry plane y = 0 is described by the Hamiltonian 

where p is the radius of curvature of the reference trajec
tory, P is the kinetic momentum of the particle, Px and 
Py are the transverse canonical momenta and Ax, A y, As 
are the components of the magnetic vector potential. 
The independent variable s is the distance along the ref
erence trajectory. The scaled kinetic momenta Px, pyas 
introduced in section 2 are related to the canonical mo
menta Px , Py by the equatiolls 

px = 
Py - qAy 

Py = P (17) 

In order to obtain equations of motion for the diver
gences Px and py we first derive the canonical equations 
of motion from the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (16). The 
right-hand-sides of the canonical equations for Px and 
Py still contain the canonical momenta. These are elimi
nated in favour of dx/ds and dy/ds by using the canoni
cal equations for;r and y. Then the equations for dPx/ds 
and dpy / ds are obtained by differentiating Eqs. (17) with 

respect to s. The resulting equations express dPx/ds and 
dpy/ds in terms of x, y, dx/ds and dy/ds. Since in the 
thin-Iense approximation the transverse coordinates stay 
constant, we can insert into these equations dx / ds = 0 
and dy/ds = O. The final result is then 

~+~ [As _ oAx +(I+~/A.] ,(18) 
p P p os p ox 

~(1+~)oAs. (19) 
P p oy 

Expansions of the magnetic vector potential upto fourth 
degree have been given by Corsten. 2

) The phase space 
map is obtained by inserting these expansions into Eqs. 
(18) and (19) and then integrating the particle through 
the magnet. Assuming that the entrance and exit are in 
a field-free region we get * 

Px Px - (a + a)x - ~ «(3 + 2:B)x 2 + ~ «(3 + :B)y2 

t (, + ~"'Y + ~ b)x3 + ~ (, + ~"'Y + ~ b)xy2 ,(20) 

Py Py + ay + «(3 + :B)xy - t (! + ~ "'Y - ~ b)y3 

+ ~(!+~"'Y+~b)x2y, (21) 

with the definitions 

~J (OBy
) ds 

P ox 0 ' 

- q J Bo 
a = P pds, 

(3 q J (0 2 

By) P ox 2 0 ds, :B = ~ J ~ (OB y
) ds, 

P p ox 0 

q J (0 3 

B ) q J 1 (0 2 

B ) P ox3Y 
0 ds, "'Y = P P ox 2Y 

0 ds, 

~ J (B~ + J.- (OBy
) ) ds, 

P P p2 ox 0 
(22) 

where the integration runs from the entrance to the exit 
of the magnet and where the prime denotes differenti
ation with respect to s. The quantity Bo is defined as 
Bo = By(x = y = 0). The map through the magnet is 
symplectic. A comparison of Eqs. (20) and (21) with 
Eqs. (12) and (13) gives the relations between the pa
rameters A, B, ... , I as introduced in section 3 and the 
field quantities a, (3, ... , b. 

For a pure sextupole (only (3 f. 0) and a round input 
beam (x = Y) the emittance growth is given by 

(23) 

So, in order that the effects are small we must have (3 <t: 
c: /x3 . If the input emittances are upright then this can 
be written as (3 <t: Px/x2 where Px = (p;y/2 is the rms 
divergence of the beam. For a pure octupole (only If. 0) 
and a round input beam the emittance growth is given 
by 

(24) 

* A sufficient assumption would be that at the entrance and exit 
first order derivatives of the field quantities with respect to s are 
zero, as is the case for example in a symmetry point of the magnet. 
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5. THE INFLUENCE OF MOMENTUM SPREAD 

So far, a mono-energetic input beam was assumed. 
Moment.um spread gives additional emit.t.ance growth, 
even if the optics in the bending magnet is linear. If 
the deviating momentum is 8 = f:.P I P, then the func
tions g and h defined by Eqs. (7), (8), (20) and (21) 
should be replaced by functions g and h as follows: 

_ 8f:.¢ + g 
g= 1+8 ' 

- h 
h=--, 

1 + 8 
(25) 

where f:.¢ is the tot.al bending angle of the reference par
ticle. To calculate the addit.ional emittance growth it is 
convenient to assume that the distrihution functions for 
the momentum spread and the transverse phase space 
are uncorrelated. Furthermore, since 8 is small, only the 
most significant terms in 8 and only the linear parts of 
t.he functions g and h are taken int.o account. Then the 
addit.ional emittance growt.h due t.o moment.um spread is 

E; - E; = 82x2[f:.¢2 + (a + 0')2x2], E~ - E~ = a 2{J2y4, 
(26) 

where {J = (8 2 ) 1/2 is the rms momentum spread and with 
a and 0' defined in Eqs. (22). 

6. AN EXAMPLE 

As an application we consider the case of a race
t.rack microt.ron dipole magnet with an azimuthally vary
ing median plane field. A minotron wit.h such magnets 
is currently under const.ruction in our laborat.ory.3) In 
general, we may write the field map of such a magnet in 
polar coordinates (T', B) as follows: 

(27) 

with By t.he nominal field st.rength and f( B) defining the 
(small) perturbing field profile. The orbit.s through this 
magnet start at T' = B = 0 and it is assumed that t.he 
deviating field still provides for a 1800 bend. 

The Hamilton formalism has been applied to obtain 
an expression for t.he reference orhit t.hrough the above 
field map. From t.his we can derive expressions for the 
field gradient.s as a function of orbit. length .s. Since f(B) 
is assumed t.o be srnall, all calculations are done first or
der in f. The coefIicients Ct, ;3, ... ,6 are calculated using 
Eq. (22). From these, the parameters A, B, ... , 1 can be 
found and hence t.he ernittance growth as described by 
the Eqs. (14) and (1.5). For a round beam we may write 

where Sx, Ox, Sy, Oy define the sextupole and octupole 
contributions to t.he emit.t.ance growth in t.he a: and y 
directions. As an exarnple, we take t.he field profile 

f(B) = jsin 10(2B), (29) 

describing a smooth hill or valley, centered ~ around B = 
t 7r with a height or depth determined by f. Assuming 
a uniform distribut.ion (6 = 6 = 1), we get 

where R = PI(qBy ). The values for the y direction are 
of the same order of magnitude, so we will only consider 
the x direction. First of all, we note that the octupole 
component becomes significant when x ::::::: JSxlOx ::::::: 
O.IR. From this it may be concluded that in practical 
cases the octupole term can be neglected. Assuming that 
the emittance growth is small with respect to the initial 
emittance, we may rewrite Eq. (28) as follows 

f:.Ex ::::::: Sx~6 = 9]2 ~2 (~) 6, 

Ex 2Ex 2Ex R 
(31 ) 

expressing the relative change of the emittance as caused 
by the sextupole component only. For a numerical exam
ple, we choose values appropriate for our own microtron 
at injection energy, viz. Ex = 6 mmmrad, R = 0.10 m, 
and j = 0.5. The result is plotted in Fig. 3. As can be 

Ell = 6 mm.mrad 
10° .......................... . 

R = 0.10 m 

f = 0.5 

.. __ .. __ .......... . 

.... _ .. octupole 

-total 

-' 

10'" L......~"-o.--'-~~~.J........o.~~'--'-~~---'---' 
.01 .02 .03 

x .... / R 
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Figure 3. Relative clJange of emittance in the 
x-direction as a function of scaled rms beam radius 
for a smootlJ hill or valley field profile. 

seen, the change of emittance is small for xl R < 0.02, or 
a beam diameter of less than 8 mm. For completeness, 
the octupole term has been drawn as well, which has 
an effect that is approximately an order of magnitude 
smaller. 
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